Testimonials
"With this software we are able to schedule and provide service to our customers in the
most eﬃcient method possible. Our operators are able to increase the number of
customers being serviced per day by an additional 30% per vehicle. It reduces our
driving time, our mileage, and fuel consumption, while providing detailed information to
the driver. If you are involved in planning or routing multiple stops in your business and
it is important to you to manage time, fuel economy, or have the ability to accurately
predict when you will arrive, then you need to check this out. Cost eﬀective, helpful,
amazing customer service. Thank you!"

30%
30%

- Ron Meeres, Manager, Vecova Bottle Depot

“Routing has never been easier and faster. Importing information onto WorkWave Route
Manager saves hours which saves $$!! 4 Mouse clicks and the job is done.”
- Brandon Vanden Eykel, Inside Sales & Logistics, Qualitree Propagators Inc.

"With WorkWave Route Manager, I know we are driving more eﬃciently, spending
less time driving, and we are making less mistakes. My drivers are less frustrated
and my customers are happier because we are there faster. Even our best drivers,
who know the routes well, are beneﬁting from it. There are a zillion routing
solutions out there, I looked at a bunch. Short of a UPS solution - I found
WorkWave Route Manager to be the fastest, the one with the most accurate
geocoding and the best route optimization."
- Jon Ove, Owner, Century Springs

ROUTING TIME

“WorkWave Route Manager has cut our routing time down to just a 1-2 hour task
per day. The functionality has made it so I'm able to customize each day enough
that I can train anyone in warehouse to be able to do the routing in my place, which
gives me more time to focus on bigger projects.”
- Jonathan Snell, Assistant Operations Supervisor, SPUD

"Without WorkWave Route Manager, we would be spending much more on gas
and wages. It has helped us streamline our scheduling and dispatching.
Honestly, we have looked at the competition only to ﬁnd there currently is none."
- Joshua Jones, Lead Dispatcher, Metalink Technologies
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